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'Dying of whiteness': why racism is at the heart of America's gun inaction
The Guardian, Lois Beckett, August 9, 2019

Why does the United States refuse to pass new gun control laws? It’s the question that
people around the world keep asking.

According to Dr Jonathan Metzl,  a psychiatrist  and sociologist  at  Vanderbilt  University,
white  supremacy is the key to understanding America’s  gun debate.  In his new book,
Dying of Whiteness: How the Politics of Racial Resentment is Killing America’s Heartland,
Metzl argues that the intensity and polarization of the US gun debate makes much more
sense when understood in the context of whiteness and white privilege.

White Americans’ attempt to defend their status in the racial hierarchy by opposing issues
like  gun  control,  healthcare  expansion  or  public  school  funding  ends  up  injuring
themselves, as well as hurting people of color, Metzl argues.

The majority of America’s gun death victims are white men, and most of them die from
self-inflicted gunshot wounds. In all, gun suicide claims the lives of 25,000 Americans each
year.

White Americans are “dying for a cause”, he writes, even if their form of death is often
“slow, excruciating, and invisible”.

Metzl spoke to the Guardian about his analysis this March, and again this week, following
what appeared to be a white nationalist terror attack on Latino families doing back-to-
school  shopping  at  a  Walmart  in  El  Paso,  Texas,  that  left  22  people  dead.  The
conversations have been condensed and edited.

You argue that America’s debate over gun control laws and gun violence makes a
lot more sense if you actually understand it as a debate over race and whiteness in
America. Why is that?

In my research I look at the history and the social meanings of how guns came to be these
particularly charged social symbols. So many aspects of American gun culture are really
entwined with whiteness and white privilege.

Carrying a gun in public has been coded as a white privilege. Advertisers have literally
used words like “restoring your manly privilege” as a way of selling assault weapons to
white men. In colonial America, landowners could carry guns, and they bestowed that right
on to poor whites in order to quell uprisings from “Negroes” and Indians. John Brown’s raid
was about weapons. Scholars have written about how the Ku Klux Klan was aimed at
disarming African Americans. When African Americans started to carry guns in public –
think about Malcolm X during the civil rights era – all of a sudden, the second amendment
didn’t apply in many white Americans’ minds. When Huey Newton and the Black Panthers
tried to arm themselves, everyone suddenly said, “We need gun control.”

When states like Missouri changed their laws to allow open carry of firearms, there were
parades of white Americans who would carry big long guns through congested areas of
downtown St Louis, who would go into places like Walmart and burrito restaurants carrying
their guns, and they were coded as patriots. At the same time, there were all the stories
about African American gun owners who would go to Walmart and get tackled and shot.



Who gets to carry a gun in public? Who is coded as a patriot? Who is coded as a threat, or
a terrorist or a gangster? What it means to carry a gun or own a gun or buy a gun – those
questions are not neutral.  We have 200 years of history, or more, defining that in very
racial terms.

What moments in the past few years have demonstrated to you most clearly that it’s
impossible  to  understand  America’s  gun  control  debate  without  talking  about
whiteness?

The period after a mass shooting is often very telling. When the shooter is white,  the
context is the individual narrative – this individual disordered white mind. When the shooter
is black or brown, all of a sudden the disorder is culture. The narrative we tell then is about
terrorism or gangs.

Then there’s the quiet everyday level. There’s nothing more painful than sitting in a room
with family members who have lost loved ones to suicide. I’d talk to people who had lost
husbands, wives, kids, parents to gun suicide, and they would come to the interview, often,
bringing their guns. And I would ask them: did it change how you think about the gun? And
they’d argue it’s never the gun’s fault and they’d need the gun in case an invader would
attack  them.  This  narrative  about  protection  against  the  radicalized  invader  was  so
profound. They were almost nervous not bringing their guns.

And it was very much coded in racial terms. A number of people I talked to in my book
basically  said,  I’m getting  this  gun because of  Ferguson [the  city  where  the  killing  of
Michael Brown, an unarmed black teenager,  by a white police officer in 2015 sparked
sustained public protests led by black residents]. These were people who lived 300 miles
from Ferguson, in entirely white areas of rural America. When I tried to pin them down
about it, they would say, “This could happen anywhere. I have to protect myself and my
property.”

I  talked  to  a  number  of  people  in  African  American  communities,  and  for  them,  this
meaning of guns being like a privilege was completely absent. They had very ambiguous
or mixed feelings about weapons, because, for a lot of people I spoke with in St Louis they
symbolized, “Carry a gun, get shot by the police.”

Given  how  important  you  think  white  privilege  is  to  understanding  gun  policy,
should people be talking or messaging about the gun control debate differently?

I’m not imagining that MSNBC talking more about “how guns are proof that you’re racist” is
going  to  change  this  debate.  The  point  I’m  making  is  more  a  diagnostic  one  than  a
prescriptive one. I’m saying that until we understand the racial tensions that underlie the
gun debate, we’re going to keep asking ourselves why this issue is so intractable.

When we talk about guns and people end up polarized, it’s not just because we disagree
about gun politics, it’s because gun politics symbolizes a far greater series of tensions in
this country. When we’re talking about guns, we’re also talking about race.

During a talk at a bookstore in Washington DC, a white nationalist group reportedly
interrupted you in protest. What happened?

My dad is a Holocaust survivor and he and my grandparents escaped Nazi Austria. It took
them about 10 years to get into this country and they were only allowed because of the
bravery of people who stood up and vouched for them. One of those people was in the



audience, a man in his 80s who volunteered to be my father’s host. As I was saying this, I
look up to the back of the store, and there are nine men and one woman coming in with
bullhorns, and chanting. They were saying things like “This land is our land” and “invaders
out”. They commandeered the talk for about five or 10 minutes. At first people thought it
was a joke. And then they got scared. The bookstore is right next door to Comet Pizza,
where the Pizzagate shooting happened. And then people, everyday people, stood up and
shouted them down. Then they left. It was very well rehearsed. They had a videographer
there.

What connection do you see between white Americans’ daily choices about gun
politics and the violent attack we saw in El Paso?

I think we run a risk of conflating all gun owners with mass shooters. I’ve gotten comments
on Twitter about people being mentally ill just for wanting to own an AR-15. I don’t see
those as productive.  Many of  the interventions that  we’re suggesting,  like background
checks,  are  going  to  have  an  impact  on  gun  owners.  It’s  better  off  if  we  have  a
conversation with them. I think that pathologizing all gun owners gets us further away from
any kind of solution that might bring people together.

At  the  same  time,  part  of  what  I’m  tracking  in  my  research  is  the  politics  of  racial
resentment, a particular form of anti-immigration, anti-government, pro-gun politics that’s
been represented in America for a long time. These mass shooters, they’re not coming out
of nowhere. They’re a very extreme amplification of the kinds of ideologies that are playing
out in a much more quotidian way in middle America.

Did you come away from your research concluding that American gun culture is
inherently toxic? Or are there other dimensions to gun ownership and gun culture?

I do think there are many positive things about gun culture. My argument is a lot more
centrist than I think people realize.

It’s  not just  about supremacy and oppression. It’s  also about history and tradition and
generational meanings. I came away from this research very respectful of gun ownership
traditions in many parts  of  the country,  and things people were telling me about  guns
suggesting safety and protection, about the community networks that gun ownership lets
people forge. For many people living in rural America, if anything happens to them, they
are far  away from support  systems,  police  and other  help.  I  think  there are plenty of
rational aspects to respecting the tradition of gun ownership.

I have a lot of colleagues and interview subjects and people I’m still having conversations
with who are pro-second amendment, people who don’t want mass shootings, and don’t
want death. There are a lot of people who are in the middle about this on both sides, but
because there’s so many actors that benefit from polarization, everyone from Twitter to the
NRA, there’s no benefit to compromising.

But I can list plenty of examples where I think gun policies are not about respecting gun
traditions, they’re about really pushing the envelope on seeing how far we can get. I’m not
saying that people’s guns should be taken away. I don’t agree that there should be guns in
bars and college classrooms. I  don’t  think that  people who are 18 should be carrying
assault rifles.



The horrendous message behind Trump's 'lynching' tweet
CNN, Jason Morgan Ward, October 23, 2019

One hundred years ago this September, a white mob in Omaha, Nebraska, set the local
county courthouse ablaze to force authorities to turn over a black man named Will Brown.
The vigilantes strung the prisoner from a telephone pole, riddled his body with hundreds of
bullets, and dragged his corpse behind an automobile for several blocks. After dousing
Brown's corpse in lantern oil, the mob set him on fire.

Will Brown was a lynching victim.

President Trump is not.

In  a  Tuesday  morning  tweet,  the  President  of  the  United  States  likened  the  House
impeachment inquiry against him to a "lynching." He also bemoaned what he called the
lack of "due process or fairness or any legal rights"-- an unwitting but accurate allusion to
hundreds of lynching victims, like Will Brown, seized by mobs unwilling to wait for a jury's
verdict to render their own brutal judgment.

The President's invocation of lynching defiles the memory of the thousands of documented
victims, overwhelmingly African American, murdered by mobs, but it also serves a political
function more potent than blind racial antagonism. For a hard core of Trump supporters,
analogies to white supremacist atrocities reinforce the conviction that they are victims, too.
This is a rhetoric with a history, and it serves as a reminder that what words mean matters
to our past and present.

Trump  is  not  the  first  to  deploy  the  lynching  label  to  discredit  political  opponents  or
processes. The tweet appeared as he implored Republicans to rally in his defense, much
as  they  did  in  1991,  when  Supreme  Court  Justice  Clarence  Thomas  survived  a
confirmation process he decried as a "high-tech lynching."

The twisted invocation of past racial wrongs extends beyond lynching comparisons, as
evinced by the  President's  affinity for  tweets  by those who espouse "white  genocide"
conspiracy theories, and his political appointees, like HUD Secretary Ben Carson, who in
2011 compared the Affordable Care Act to antebellum enslavement.

Indeed, this rhetorical tradition stretches back to political demagogues of past generations,
like conservatives in the 1930s who compared Social Security to slavery or opponents of
the nation's first anti-lynching legislation who accused civil rights supporters of "lynching
the Constitution."

Rhetoric of the kind that the President deployed on Twitter undercuts an honest reckoning
with America's past by muddying the meaning of terms that help us name and navigate a
bloody legacy of racial violence.

By  co-opting  the  word  "lynching"  to  mean  anything  unpleasant  or  objectionable,  and
deploying the term for political expediency or more dangerous ends, the speaker, writer, or,
in this case, the tweeter, diminishes lynching's power in American history.

Worse still, claiming the identity of a lynching victim is an outrageous distraction from and
diminishment of the suffering of the many thousands who died at the hands of bloodthirsty
mobs—spurred, in many cases, by the racial  demagogues of that day. We honor their
memory by saying their names; we debase their brutal, shameful treatment by claiming to



be them to glibly score rhetorical points.

As other commentators have noted, the President's lynching tweet follows in a long line of
racist  remarks,  but  this  particular  comment  does  something  additional:  it  taps  into  a
broader vein of racial grievance and resentment.

Like  the  Tennessee  county  commissioner  who,  just  yesterday,  ended  a  rant  against
Democratic presidential contenders by declaring that "a white male in this country has very
few rights and they're getting took more every day," the President understands the power
of flipping the script of a racial past he may have more of a feel for than he knows.

But  while  the  President  and  some  diehard  supporters  trade  in  claims  that  they  are
America's  true  victims,  their  rhetoric  suggests  another  possibility—a  tacit  admission,
perhaps, that there is no worse fate in American history than being treated like black folk.



University racism study criticised for including anti-white harassment
The Guardian, David Batty, October 23, 2019

Prominent  academics  and  student  leaders  have  criticised  the  government’s  equalities
watchdog for including prejudice against white British students in its inquiry into racism in
UK universities.

They accused the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) of drawing a false
equivalence between what it described as racial harassment against white British students
and staff and the racism suffered by their black and minority ethnic peers.

According to  the watchdog’s student  survey,  9% of  white  British students  experienced
racial harassment, compared with 29% of black students and 27% of Asian students.

The report, Tackling Racial Harassment: Universities Challenged, highlighted examples of
anti-English sentiment at Scottish and Welsh universities.

A white English member of staff told the inquiry that two Welsh colleagues used a slur
when referring to English people: “She was speaking in English and changed to Welsh for
that word thinking I wouldn’t understand. I’ve never come across so much racism as when
I moved to Wales.”

Heidi  Mirza,  a visiting professor of  race,  faith  and culture at  Goldsmiths,  University of
London, said the EHRC’s inclusion of anti-British sentiment watered down the impact of
racism on people of colour.

“Anti-black, anti-Asian and Islamophobic and antisemitic racism is on a different scale to
the anti-English sentiment,” she said. “The experience that the Scottish and the Welsh
students might experience will not equate to what skin colour and visible difference means
to students on campus.”

Fope Olaleye, the black students’ officer at the National Union of Students, said the EHRC
had ignored pleas made at a roundtable event with the inquiry team earlier this year to
exclude anti-white harassment from their report.

Olaleye, who uses they, tweeted: “I remember sitting at one of the round tables and a
bunch  of  students  and  myself  had  to  explain  in  excruciatingly  detail  that  ‘anti-white
prejudice’ should have no place in a report on racial harassment but I see we were not
listened to.”

They later added: “There was a definite tension with the students in the room who were
concerned by how they were defining racism in the report and many of us pressed and
challenged it.”

Gargi Bhattacharyya, professor of sociology at the University of East London, said similar
concerns had been raised by the University College Union’s black member’s standing
committee in a meeting with the EHRC in April.

“It didn’t seem to us they had a definition of minority ethnic,” she said. “They just [asked]
has anyone ever faced a racist incident. So with no framing it’s surprising it wasn’t even
more white people saying yes.”

The committee emailed the EHRC in April  to outline their concerns with the university



racism inquiry but they never received a response, she added.

Bhattacharyya said:  “It  matters that  the people whose interests [the EHRC] purport  to
represent find them to be credible and part of that credibility is feeling that you have been
listened to. Otherwise people get the message ‘our view is irrelevant to you’.”

Zubaida Haque, deputy director of race equality thinktank the Runnymede Trust, said: “It’s
bewildering why the EHRC would conflate prejudice experienced by white staff in Welsh
and Scottish universities with the deeply endemic racism experienced ethnic minority staff
and students across all universities. This raises some concerns about the commission’s
current approach to understanding and tackling racism.”

An EHRC spokeswoman said its report made clear that racial harassment predominantly
affects black and Asian students.

She  added:  “We  received  a  small  number  of  examples  of  anti-English  sentiment  at
Scottish  and  Welsh  universities,  offensive  comments  about  Gypsy  and  Irish  Traveller
students and examples of anti-Semitic slurs for both staff and students. To ignore these
issues raised with us would have been wrong. Our recommendations are designed to
ensure that universities can appropriately address and tackle racial harassment in all of its
forms.”



Article 1 :
Minor topic : racial violence in America
Major topic : racism in the US

Article 2 :
Minor topic : racial rhetoric and memory in America
Major topic : racism in the US 

Article 3 :
Minor topic : racial segregation in America
Major topic : racism in America

Vocabulary of the documents :

to pass a law : adopter une loi
white privilege : le privilège blanc (nherent advantages possessed by a white person on 
the basis of their race in a society characterized by racial inequality and injustice)
status : statut
healthcare : la santé
public funding : financement/fonds public(s)
to end up + v-ing : finir par faire qqch
self-inflicted : auto-imposé
wound : blessure
excruciating : atroce, insoutenable, terrible
to edit : réviser, corriger
entwined : entrelacé, lié
landowner : propriétaire terrien
to be aimed at + v-ing : avoir pour but de 
to apply to : s’appliquer à
downtown : centre (ville)
tackled : plaquer / aborder / s’attaquer à
invader : envahisseur
unarmed : désarmé
to spark : déclencher
to pin down : clouer au sol, immobiliser
to underlie : sous-tendre, être à la base de
to vouch for : se porter garant de, répondre de
bullhorns : porte-voix, mégaphone
to commandeer : réquisitionner, donner l’ordre à
to rehearse : répéter, s’entraîner
to conflate : combiner, assembler
background check : vérification des antécédents
resentment : rancoeur, ressentiment
to push the envelope : dépasser les limites, pousser le bouchon, exagérer
rifle : fusil
to set on fire / to set ablaze : incendier, mettre le feu, s’enflammer
to turn over : remettre à
vigilante : justicier, milicien autoproclamé
to riddle (with) : truffer (de)
a block : un pâté de maison
to douse : arroser, éteindre
to bemoan : se lamenter sur / se plaindre de
unwitting : involontaire, malgré soi



due process : procédure officielle, en bonne et due forme
to defile : profaner, souiller
potent : puissant, for
label : étiquette
to decry : décrier
wrongs : mal, injustice
to espouse : épouser
appointee : candidat retenu, personne nommée
enslavement : asservissement, assujettissement, sujétion
opponent : opposant
to undercut : affaiblir, saper, ébranler
to reckon with : prendre en compte, tenir compte de, gérer
to muddy : embrouiller, rendre confus
legacy : héritage
political expediency : opportunisme politique
to diminish : diminuer, amoindrir
bloodthirsty : assoiffé de sang
mob : foule
to spur : inciter, pousser à
glibly : facilement, aisément
to tap into : puiser dans
fate : sort, destin
diehard : intransigeant, fervent, irréductible, radical
prominent : célèbre, connu, éminent, remarquable
watchdog : comité de surveillance
inquiry into : enquête sur
harassment : harcèlement
peers : pair
staff : le personnel
to come across : rencontrer, tomber sur
to water down : diluer, modérer
to equate to : assimiler à 
plea : appel, demande, requête
prejudice : préjugé
to frame : encadrer, piéger, monter (un coup) contre
concern : inquiétude
thinktank : groupe de réflexion, panel d’experts
endemic : endémique
to ensure : assurer, couvrir, garantir
to address : s’occuper de, répondre à

Thematic vocabulary : cf. RACISM (fiche n°1 > The heartbeat of racism is denial)


